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Overview

Personalizing Dialogue Agents: I have a dog, do you have pets 
too? [Zhang et al., 2018]

● Dataset with consistent personalities & evaluate different models

What makes a good conversation? How controllable attributes 
affect human judgments. [See et al., 2019]

● Evaluate different controllable attributes using the dataset above
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Problems with Chit-Chat Agents

TimelineNCM (2015)

Neural Network

PERSONACHAT
(2018)

● Lack of a consistent personality
● Lack of long-term memory
● Tendency to produce non-specific answer



● For some applications. we do care

Why Consistent Personality?

● For some applications, we don’t care



Why Lack of a Consistent Personality?

● Previous training dataset includes many dialogs each with 
different speakers

● There is no speaker information



Contributions

● Built PERSONA-CHAT dataset: endow each agent with 
explicit persona

● Evaluate different models on PERSONA-CHAT dataset
○ New model: generative profile memory network



PERSONA-CHAT Dataset

persona 1

persona 2

dialogue



PERSONA-CHAT Dataset persona 1
dialogue

persona 2



Related Work

A Persona-Based Neural Conversation Model. [Li et al., 2016]

● Twitter data
● Distributed embeddings, one per speaker vs explicit profile 

information
● Does not focus on attempting to engage the other speaker by 

getting to know them



PERSONA-CHAT Collecting Detail 

personas
(5 short sentences)

dialogue
(motivate to talk about partner persona, 

no trivially copy)

 Amazon Mechanical Turk

 Amazon Mechanical Turk



PERSONA-CHAT Statistics

● 1155 personas
● 10,981 dialogs (~19 dialogs per persona)
● 164,356 utterances (sentences)
● 3–5 persona sentences per dialog
● 6–8 chat turns per dialog



Evaluation
● Next utterance prediction -- given the dialogue history
● Four scenarios, where model conditions on

○ No persona
○ Self persona
○ The other speaker’s persona
○ Both personas

● Original persona makes the problem less challenging, as 
the human tends to repeat persona text

● Solution: rewrite persona sentences.
○ Full eval: 4 scenarios x {origin persona sentence, revised persona} 



Revised Personas

Not only rephrases but also includes generalizations and specializations



Evaluation Metrics
● Perplexity
● Hit@1 accuracy among 20 candidate utterances
● F1 score
● Human evaluation



Models

● Ranking models: select response from training set
● Generative models: generate word by word



Ranking Models

● tf-idf BoW based IR baseline
● StarSpace Embedding [Wu et al., 2017]
● Ranking Profile Memory Network
● Key-Value (KV) Profile Memory Network



Tf-idf BoW Based IR Baseline

● Given the query, first find the most similar message in the 
training dataset

● Similarity is defined by tf-idf weighted cosine similarity 
between the bags of words

● Output the corresponding response from training set
● Concatenate profile vector to query vector



StarSpace Embedding

● Supervised embedding, learning the similarity between 
query q and next utterance c: sim(q, c)

● Similarity is defined by the cosine similarity of the sum of 
word embeddings of the query q and candidate c

● Concatenate profile vector to query vector
● To select candidate c’



Memory Networks

● Proposed by Jason Weston and others (with many 
different variants) 
○ [Weston et al., 2015] [Sukhbaatar et al., 2015] [Miller et al., 2016]

● Most ML has limited memory which is more-or-less all 
that’s needed for “low level” tasks e.g. object detection.

● Long-term memory is required to read a dialog: to 
remember previous dialog (short- and long-term), and 
respond



● Joe went to the kitchen.
● Fred went to the kitchen.
● Joe picked up the milk.
● Joe traveled to the office.
● Joe left the milk.
● Joe went to the bathroom.

Memory Networks: Example

Consider the follow sequence with a query “Where is the 
milk now?”



Ranking Profile Memory Network
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Ranking Profile Memory Network



Ranking Profile Memory Network



Ranking Profile Memory Network

● This paper uses 0 hop. Use Starspace embedding.
● Given profile p, query q, candidate c’



Key-Value (KV) Profile Memory Network
Use different embeddings to match query and candidates



Key-Value (KV) Profile Memory Network

Question 
embedding

Hops

Φ: feature map
A, B: weight



Key-Value (KV) Profile Memory Network

● This paper uses 0 hop.
● The output from memory network (q+) as input. The 

parameters are same as memory network
● (Key, value):  (dialog histories, next dialogue utterances) 

in the training set



Generative Models

● Seq2Seq
● Generative Profile Memory Network



Seq2Seq

● Classic Seq2Seq model
● Prepend persona to the input sequence 



Generative Profile Memory Network

● Modified Seq2Seq, make profile “closely” to output 



Generative Profile Memory Network

Memory

Seq2Seq



Evaluation: Ranking Model



Evaluation: Generative Model



Human Evaluation

● Online Turing test, humans are connected to either 
humans or models (they don’t know which is which)

● Ask humans to give score (1 to 5) on Fluency, 
Engagingness and Consistency of the other speaker 
(turker or model)

● Ask human to detect the other speaker’s perona by 
choosing from two candidates after the conversation



Human Evaluation



Examples: Seq2Seq



Examples: Generative Profile Memory Network



Examples: KV Profile Memory Network



Conclusion

● Explicit personas make agent more consistent and 
engaging

● “Lack of long-term memory”, “tendency to produce 
non-specific answer” are still unsolved questions



ConvAI2 NIPS Competition

● Expanded version of PERSONA-CHAT
● Evaluate dialogue systems

○ Automated metrics
○ Amazon Mechanical Turk
○ ‘Wild’ Live Chat with Volunteers

● More information in the next paper



Question 1

Zhang et al 2018 proposed a dataset called PersonaChat and several 
ranking/generative models to solve this task. If we look at their 
experimental results, what are the main findings in terms of 1) ranking vs 
generative model 2) no persona vs self persona vs their persona vs both 
personas 3) original persona vs revised personas? Does it make sense to 
you or not?



Extra Question

● Shall we really build persona text first and then run 
unnatural conversations? 

● Or can we learn persona from natural data for real-world 
scenarios?
○ E.g., from someone’s Twitter, a book, or Zoom.

  



What makes a good conversation
  How controllable attributes affect human 

judgements
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PersonaChat task

The PersonaChat task was the focus of the NeurIPS 2018 ConvAI2 
Competition. Then with respect to human judgment via the question 
“How much did you enjoy talking to this user?” On a scale of 1-4.
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chatUI, talking with the beam search baseline model
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Research Question to ask

How effectively can we control the different attributes?

How do the controllable attributes affect human evaluation?



Low-level controllable attributes

Reduce repetition (within and across utterances)

Reduce genericness of responses (e.g. oh that's cool)

Respond more on-topic; don't ignore user

 Find the optimal rate of question-asking

Goal



Effect on human judgments

Does the bot repeat itself

Is the bot Interesting to talk to

Does the conversation make sense?

Use natural English?

measurement

 Good listener?(pay attention to what you say)

Ask enough questions?



Overall quality of human judgment

Can you tell is it a person or a bot?

Is it enjoyable to talk to?

measurement



Overview



Control methods

●  Conditional Training (CT): CT is a method to learn a 
sequence-to-sequence model P(y|x,z). Train the model to generate 
response y, conditioned on the input x, and the desired output attribute 
z.   (Kikuchi et al 2016, Peng et al 2018, Fan et al 2018)

● Weighted Decoding (WD): WD is a decoding method that increases 
or decreases the probability of words with certain features. During 
decoding, increase/decrease the probability of generating words w in 
proportion to features f(w).    (Ghazvininejad et al 2017, Baheti et al 
2018)



Conditional Training(CT)

First automatically annotate every (x,y) pair in the training set with the 
attribute we wish to control.

During training, for each example we determine the corresponding z 
value

Next,  the control variable z is represented via an embedding

Lastly, the CT model learns to produce y = y1...yT by optimizing the 
cross-entropy loss:



Weighted Decoding(WD)

● The technique is applied only at test time, requiring no change to the training 
method.

● In weighted decoding, on the tth step of decoding, a partial hypothesis 
●                   is expanded by computing the score for each possible next word w 

in the vocabulary:
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Research Question to ask

How effectively can we control the different 
attributes?   
（Pretty well! But some control methods only work for some 
attributes.）

How do the controllable attributes affect 
conversational quality aspects?



How efficient can we control attributes

● Conditional Training (CT):
○ Requires sufficient training 

examples for the attribute 

○ Ineffective at learning complex 
relationships between input and 
output

● Weighted Decoding (WD):
○ Requires attribute to be defined at 

the word-level.

Not effective for: repetition, 
response-relatedness
Effective for: specificity and 
question-asking

Not effective for: question-asking
Effective for: repetition,
response-relatedness, specificity



Controlling specificity(WD and CT)



Controlling response-relatedness (WD)



Controlling question asking(CT)

Firstly, it allows us to achieve (close to)
0% questions, 100% questions, or 
anything in between,without introducing 
the risk of degenerate output. 
Secondly, presence-of-a-question-mark
captures the true attribute of interest 
(question asking) more exactly and 
directly than presence of interrogative 
words. .



Comparison of control methods

● The primary disadvantage of conditional training is that 
it sometimes fails to learn the connection between the 
control variable z and the target output y.

● The primary disadvantage of weighted decoding is that 
it risks going off-distribution when the weight is too 
strong

Other considerations:

● Convenience: 
● Data availability
● Attribution definition 
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Research Question to ask

How effectively can we control the different 
attributes?

How do the controllable attributes affect human 
evaluation?
（Strongly – especially controlling repetition, question-asking, 
and specificity vs genericness）



How does it affect human evaluation

Reducing repetition leads to improvements 
across all our aspects of conversational 
quality.



How does it affect human evaluation

Increasing specificity shows 
improvements in interestingness 
and listening ability over the 
repetition-controlled baseline





How does it affect human evaluation

increasing question-asking 
shows improvements in 
inquisitiveness and 
interestingness over 
the repetition-controlled 
baseline.



Calibrated human judgments of engagingness for the baselines and best controlled models

#
#
#
#


#
#
#
#
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So What makes a good chatbot?

Chatbot = Human ?
● Engagingness is not equal to Humanness

● Bots are almost as engaging as human but 
non-human yet!

● Engagingness depends on the situation



#
#
#
#


Thank you.

#
#
#
#

